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Abstract:

Visual attention selects only a tiny fraction of visual input information for further processing. Selec-

tion starts in the primary visual cortex (V1), which creates a bottom-up saliency map to guide the

fovea to selected visual locations via gaze shifts. This motivates a new framework that views vision

as consisting of encoding, selection, and decoding stages, placing selection on center stage. It sug-

gests a massive loss of non-selected information from V1 downstream along the visual pathway.

Hence, feedback from downstream visual cortical areas to V1 for better decoding (recognition),

through analysis-by-synthesis, should query for additional information and be mainly directed at

the foveal region. Accordingly, non-foveal vision is not only poorer in spatial resolution, but also

more susceptible to many illusions.

Highlights

• A new framework for vision: encoding, selection, and decoding

• A saliency map in V1 for primates guides attentional selection exogenously

• Massive loss of input information, i.e., the attentional bottleneck, starts at V1

• Peripheral/central vision mainly for looking (selection)/seeing (decoding)

• Feedback from higher visual areas to V1 is mainly directed at fovea for decoding

Introduction: considerations from the attentional bottleneck and

the primary visual cortex

A common view frames vision as composed of low-level, mid-level, and high-level vision. This

framework is imprecise, and is thus unfalsifiable and ineffective to guide research. David Marr[1]

advocated a more falsifiable framework: vision is composed of a primal sketch, a 2.5-dimensional

sketch, and a three-dimensional model of the visual world. This framework suffers from omitting

the attentional bottleneck, which selects a tiny fraction of visual input information for further pro-

cessing and makes us almost blind[2] to unattended inputs (Box 1). We are intuitively unaware of

this dramatic blindness since we do not know what it is like without this blindness[3]. However,

gating our perception, selection should take center stage in vision.
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Box 1: Key observations and concepts

• Human retina receives about 100 megabytes (MB) (109 bits) per second
(s) of visual input data[4], from about ∼ 107 cones. 100 MB can store about 40,000
pages of text uncompressed.

• Human retina sends about one MB/s of visual data to the central brain[5••]
from 106 retinal ganglion cells. This rate is lower than the retinal input data rate
largely by efficient encoding or compression of retinal inputs.

• Visual attention selects a tiny fraction of input data for further processing, often
by overtly directing gaze, head, limbs, whiskers, snout, and/or other body parts to
the selected visual field or object location. Visual inputs at the selected location are
said to be within the attentional spotlight, evoking faster and more accurate neural
and behavioral responses[6, 7, 5••].

• Inattentional blindness: humans are often unaware of the presence of unattended
objects in the visual scenes[2].

• Human attentional bottleneck is about 40 bits/second[8, 4], due to the inatten-
tional blindness. 40 bits can store one to two short sentences of English text. This
implies that more than 99% of the visual input information does not enter into our
perceptual awareness, see Figure 1.

• Central versus peripheral vision: peripheral vision is not only worse in spatial
acuity, but is also vulnerable to contextual crowding[9, 10], see Box 2.

• The primary visual cortex (V1) is the only visual cortical area with a substan-
tial fraction of neurons that are monocular or eye-dominant so that their responses
depend on the eye-of-origin of visual inputs in binocular visual fields[11, 12]. Most
humans cannot discriminate the eye-of-origin of input. It has been argued that V1
activities are unrelated to visual awareness[13, 14].

• Attentional selection and V1: An eye-of-origin singleton, e.g., an item uniquely
shown to the right eye in a background of items shown to the left eye, captures human
gaze and attention even when the singleton appears non-distinctive[15, 16] (Figure
2b). Fluctuations of monkey V1’s initial responses to salient singletons are correlated
with the speeds of the subsequent gaze shifts to these singletons[17••] (Figure 2c).

A new framework[5••] views vision as having encoding, selection, and decoding stages (Fig-

ure 1). Encoding measures or samples visual inputs, and represents the inputs more efficiently (by

data compression without substantial information loss). Selection chooses a tiny fraction of input

information for further processing. Decoding infers from the selected information the properties of

the three-dimensional visual world, such as objects and people.

In primates, selection is often by gaze shifts to place the selected visual field location at the

fovea in the central visual field. It can be guided by top-down knowledge or goals, such that gaze is

directed to an anticipated object location (e.g., when reading a book) or by task requirements (e.g.,

looking for red when searching for a red cup). It is also guided in a bottom-up manner, e.g., when

gaze involuntarily shifts to a moving object outside the page of the book being read. Selecting the

destination for gaze shifts can be achieved before the recognition of the object at this destination,

particularly during the bottom-up selection (e.g., [18, 15]). The attentional bottleneck precludes

recognizing all objects in the scene before selecting an object for scrutiny.

Selection implies that non-selected information is deleted. This starts at the primary visual

cortex (V1), the first cortical area along the visual pathway[19•, 20••, 17••]. V1 creates a saliency
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Figure 1: The new framework places selection at the center stage of vision, motivated by the follow-
ing observations: (1) the attentional bottleneck selects only a tiny fraction of visual input for deeper
processing, (2) selection is often through gaze shifts to place the selected visual locations in the cen-
tral visual field, (3) selection starts at V1, which creates a bottom-up saliency map to guide saccadic
gaze shifts. It suggests a dramatic loss of visual information starting at V1’s outputs, qualitatively
different functional roles for the central and peripheral visual fields, and that feedback from higher
visual areas to V1 should mainly target the foveal representation to facilitate object recognition.

map to guide gaze to the most salient location, with saliency at a location defined as the strength

of this location to attract bottom-up selection. V1’s role in selection has not been realized until re-

cently, this may be why research progress in extrastriate areas (which receive inputs from V1) has

been much slower than that in V1, the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), and the retina over the last

50 years[21]. That is, if visual input information is not reproducibly transmitted beyond V1 due to

the attentional bottleneck, measurements of neural receptive fields in extra-striate cortices, e.g., V2,

V4, IT, etc, would be very difficult. For example, if a receptive field property at a visual location

is measured by correlating visual inputs with neural responses over many trials, it would be dif-

ficult when this location is attentionally selected in some trials and not in other trials while visual

inputs vary across trials. That bottom-up selection is performed by V1 further motivates placing

selection on center stage for vision. Vision up to V1 can be largely understood as performing data

compression (at the encoding stage) and data selection[22].

The new framework provides new perspectives and motivates new questions (Box 2). For ex-

ample (Figure 1), it suggests that selecting and decoding could be understood as looking and seeing

stages, respectively, so that looking selects the location for gaze direction, while seeing recognizes

the object at the selected location. The selected location is typically in the peripheral visual field

before being selected, suggesting that peripheral vision is mainly for selecting or looking, while

central vision is mainly for seeing or recognizing. Indeed, this is demonstrated in a visual search

task in an image designed to pit seeing (when the search target is recognized in the fovea) against

looking (when the target attracts gaze from visual periphery before its shape is recognized)[18].

More generally, central and peripheral vision should differ qualitatively, rather than just quan-

titatively in (e.g.) visual spatial acuity. For instance, unlike foveal vision, peripheral vision is vul-
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nerable to crowding, so that a peripheral object, e.g., a letter, is harder to recognize when it is in a

cluttered background[9, 10] (Box 2). In the new framework, we postulate that central and periph-

eral vision differ, as manifested in crowding and other related phenomena, because of a feedback

route from the decoding to the selection stage, as follows (Figure 1 and Box 2): Since selection starts

at V1, feedback from higher visual areas to V1 should extract from V1 additional information (that

was originally not sent through the feedforward route) to aid object recognition (using analysis-by-

synthesis), especially in challenging recognition tasks. Since seeing is mainly for the central visual

field, top-down feedback to V1 for object recognition (mainly in the ventral visual stream) should

be weaker or absent in the peripheral visual field. Next, I review findings on V1’s role in selection

to motivate the new framework, and expand on the new perspectives and on the central-peripheral

dichotomy as the first example of studies guided by this framework.

Box 2: New perspectives

• Dramatic visual input information loss starts at V1’s outputs, it is desirable
to quantify the amount of this loss at this first selection stage. The downstream areas along
the visual pathway must be understood in light of the information selection at V1.

• Feedbacks to V1 from the downstream areas query for additional information for de-
coding using analysis-by-synthesis.

M
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Crowding in peripheral visual field:

 fixating on the ’+’ above, one recognizes
the ’T’ to the left, but not the ’T’ to the right 

• The central-peripheral dichotomy:

Peripheral vision is mainly for looking,
central vision is mainly for seeing.

Feedback to V1 for decoding or recognition
may be weaker or absent in peripheral vi-
sual field, which is therefore more prone to
crowding and visual illusions such as reversed depth in anticorrelated stereograms (Figure
3b) and feature misbinding.

Visual illusions arising from feedforward V1 signals or from top-down feedback processes
(for analysis-by-synthesis) should be more likely to occur in peripheral or central visual
field, respectively.

The selection, loss, and processing of visual input information

A saliency map in V1 for primates to guide bottom-up selection

Noting that V1 neural activities can serve as a universal currency to bid for attentional selection

regardless of the neural input selectivities, I proposed that the (bottom-up) saliency map is created

in V1[19•, 20••] (Figure 2a). Accordingly, the saliency at any location in a scene is the highest V1 re-

sponse to input at that location relative to the highest responses to the other locations. V1 responds

more vigorously to salient feature singletons than to the non-salient background items because iso-

feature suppression mediated by intracortical connections makes V1 neurons tuned to the same or

similar features suppress each other[23, 19•]. For example, nearby V1 neurons tuned to the same

orientation suppress each other. Thus, in an image (Figure 2a) containing many right-tilted (from

vertical) bars in the background, the responses to the background bars are lower than the response
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Figure 2: V1 saliency hypothesis and its supporting evidence. (a) V1 is proposed to transform visual
input to saliency signals via contextual influences: a neuron’s response to inputs within its classical
receptive field (RF) is suppressed when similar inputs (e.g., inputs with similar orientations) are
outside its RF. Hence, feature singletons, e.g., orientation singletons, tend to evoke the highest re-
sponse to a scene. V1’s firing rate is the saliency signal read by superior colliculus to guide saccade.
(b) an ocular singleton, unique in its eye-of-origin, is predicted to be salient and to attract gaze (red
arrows indicate gaze shifts), as confirmed subsequently[15, 16]. (c) monkey V1 neural responses to
an orientation singleton (within the RF) tilted 90o away from uniformly oriented background bars
(as in (a)), while the monkey tries to find and saccade to an orientation singleton as quickly as pos-
sible (usually ≥ 200 ms after stimulus onset)[17••]. Given the singleton, faster saccades towards the
singleton are typically preceded by higher initial peak responses (around 40-50 ms after stimulus
onset) of the V1 neurons (tuned to orientations close to that of the singleton) to the singleton within
their RFs.

to the salient orientation singleton, the uniquely left-tilted bar, because the V1 neuron responding

to this singleton escapes the iso-orientation suppression. Analogously, iso-color suppression and

iso-motion-direction suppression make salient a color and motion-direction singleton, respectively.

Data supporting this hypothesis have since emerged. In particular, they confirmed its sur-

prising prediction that an eye-of-origin singleton is salient since it escapes the iso-eye-of-origin

suppression. This singleton is for example an item uniquely shown to the right eye among many

items shown to the left eye (Figure 2b). If it is unique only in terms of its eye-of-origin, it can

scarcely be distinguished by its appearance. Nevertheless, it is so salient as to attract gaze more

strongly than a salient and highly distinctive orientation singleton favored by the top-down task

goal, as schematized in Figure 2b[15, 16]. This, an example of looking without seeing, provides a

hallmark that the saliency map is in V1 rather than extrastriate cortical areas, since V1 is the only

cortical area tuned to eye-of-origin[11, 12] to make this feature impact saliency.
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More direct support for this V1 theory comes from monkey V1 responses to an orientation

singleton while the animal searches for the singleton to saccade to it[17••]. Given the same visual

input, neural and behavioral responses fluctuate between trials stochastically. When the monkey

saccades to the target by a shorter saccadic reaction time (RT) in a trial, the initial neural response

to this target before the saccade is more likely higher (Figure 2c). These neural responses, at a short

latency of 40-50 ms after the visual input appears, are unlikely due to feedback from downstream

regions, such as the superior colliculus[24•] or the frontal eye field; they are more likely direct

causes of the saccade via monosynaptic projections to the superior colliculus (Figure 1).

Lesioning V1 in monkeys eliminates visually guided saccades, but not memory guided sac-

cades (via the frontal eye field[25]), for at least several weeks[25, 26]. Hence, retinal projections

to the superior colliculus are normally insufficient for selection in primates. LGN, not projecting

to the superior colliculus (Figure 1), is unlikely to impact gaze shifts directly, although massive

top-down inputs from the cortex to LGN suggest that brain states such as arousal could influence

visual information transmission via LGN.

A more stringent test of the V1 saliency hypothesis comes via a parameter-free quantitative

prediction[27], briefly derived as follows: First, from the hypothesis, the saliency of a visual loca-

tion is determined by the highest V1 neural response to the input at that location relative to the

highest responses to the other locations. Second, consider three images of bars of the same size,

they have the same green-horizontal background bars and differ only in the singleton bar, which

is red-vertical (unique in both color and orientation) in image 1, red-horizontal (unique in color)

in image 2, and green-vertical (unique in orientation) in image 3. Imagine that V1 had no neurons

tuned to both color and orientation, by the hypothesis, the saliency at the double-feature singleton

(in image 1) equals the maximum of the saliency values at the two single-feature singletons in the

other two images. Since a higher saliency means a shorter RT for an attentional shift, one predicts,

without parameters, the RT to the double-feature singleton in image 1 as the shorter of the two RTs

to the respective single-feature singletons in the two other images. Although V1 does have neu-

rons tuned simultaneously to color and orientation, it lacks neurons tuned simultaneously to color,

orientation, and motion direction. Extending the derivations above, one predicts, parameter-free,

the probability distribution of the RTs to the triple-feature (color, orientation, and motion direction)

singleton from the experimentally measured RTs to the corresponding single-feature and double-

feature singletons. This prediction is invalid for extrastriate cortices since they do have neurons

tuned simultaneously to the three feature dimensions. The confirmation[27, 28] of this prediction

suggests that the downstream areas do not contribute to computing saliency.

Information loss starts at V1

A saliency map in V1 for selection suggests that non-selected information is lost starting from the

output of V1. For example, the information about the eye-of-origin of inputs is lost by V2, which

has mainly or only binocular neurons[11, 12]. Consequently, typical humans cannot discriminate

eye of origin, even after long term training[29]. Information about the exact spatial positions or

contrast polarites of visual input is also partly lost when complex (rather than simple) cells convey

outputs from V1, since these cells’ responses are insensitive or invariant to such information. Future

work should examine further the nature of the information loss[30•], and quantify how much of

the total information loss by selection has already occurred by the output of V1.

This loss continues downstream, for example, in fine spatial information. There is almost a 3-

fold increase in the average receptive field size in monkey V2 as compared to V1[31], and in V2, but

not in V1, simple cells prefer smaller spatial frequencies than the complex cells[31]. V2 responses
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are more invariant than V1 responses to details in visual textures[32]. Meanwhile, visual cortical

areas become smaller downstream along the visual pathway, each of them may receive and pro-

cess less information, although they could process information parallelly. Examining the amount

and the nature of progressive information selection along the visual pathway by the attentional

bottleneck should help to understand the underlying computation.

The central-peripheral dichotomy

The progressive information loss by selection, starting at V1, and the selection by gaze shifts mo-

tivate the following two proposals[33••]. First, central and peripheral vision are mainly for seeing

(decoding or recognizing) and looking (selecting), respectively. Second, feedback from higher to

lower visual areas such as V1 to facilitate seeing is mainly directed to the central visual field. Note

that saliency to shift gaze from the current gaze position is irrelevant for fovea, which is the cur-

rent gaze position. Hence, the saliency computation in V1 is only significant for non-fovea locations

(see discussions in [5••]), leaving V1’s foveal representation better focused on decoding and on top-

down selection. The top-down feedback should be part of the task-dependent feedback route from

decoding to selection (Figure 1), allowing extraction of more information about the currently at-

tended object (e.g., Figure 3a) or segmentation of the attended object from the sensory background.

Such top-down feedback can find analogies in other senses such as olfaction[34].

Hypothesis: Top-down feedback for object recognition is weaker in the peripheral visual field

The top-down feedback can be probed by biased perceptions of the ambiguous dichoptic inputs

like that in Figure 3a[33••]. These inputs are such that the summation and difference of visual

inputs to the two eyes are respectively gratings tilted in opposite directions from horizontal. The

ocular summation and difference signals are V1’s representation of left and right eye inputs[36]. In

any case, such dichoptic inputs evoke an ambiguous percept of the direction of the grating’s tilt.

The visual system presumably deals with the ambiguity by analysis-by-synthesis as follows[33••].

First, V1 feeds forward the initial hypotheses about the visual input properties; e.g., in Figure 3a,

the directions of tilt in ocular summation and difference channels are fed forward as two conflicting

initial hypotheses — clock- and anti-clockwise — about the tilt direction. Second, using the internal

knowledge of the visual world, the higher visual areas synthesize visual inputs consistent with

each hypothesis. Third, the synthesized inputs are fed back to V1 to verify the match between

the synthesized and the actual visual inputs. Fourth, each hypothesis is reinforced or weakened

if the respective match is good or poor, and the alternative hypotheses compete with each other

for the perceptual outcome. This process is termed feedforward-feedback-verify-(re)weight, or

FFVW[33••].

Before applying the FFVW process to Figure 3a, we note that V1 can send information to

downstream areas about the input tilt or other non-ocular visual features from both the ocular

summation and ocular difference channels[37, 38], without indicating which channel was respon-

sible. This is because V1 does not send eye-of-origin information downstream. The two tilt signals

(from the summation and difference channels) are likely treated by vision as two views of the

same scene property, since in natural scenes they are typically consistent with each other in tilt

direction although the one from the ocular difference channel is typically much weaker in signal-

to-noise[33••]. The stimulus in Figure 3a is designed to violate the typical consistency between

the two tilt signals to allow us to probe the top-down feedback. For such inputs, the higher brain

areas generate for each of V1’s feedforward hypotheses, clock- and anti-clockwise tilts, a synthe-
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Figure 3: Top-down feedback for analysis-by-synthesis probed by perceptual biases in ambiguous
perception (a) and tested for the central-peripheral dichotomy (b). (a) the feedforward-feedback-
verify-(re)weight (FFVW) process for analysis-by-synthesis in the example of ambiguous percep-
tion of the tilt direction in a dichoptic stimulus. Two conflicting hypotheses (clockwise and anti-
clockwise) about the direction of the grating’s tilt from horizontal are fed forward from V1. Higher
visual areas verify each hypothesis by synthesizing the would-be visual inputs for the hypothesis.
The internal model of the visual world presumes that the would-be input is in the ocular sum-
mation channel and dictates the synthesis accordingly. The would-be input is compared with the
actual input in the ocular summation channel in V1 to verify whether they match in tilt direction.
Then the weight of the original hypothesis in the ultimate perceptual outcome is enhanced or sup-
pressed when the match is good or bad, respectively. This FFVW process biases the percept towards
visual inputs (e.g., from the ocular summation channel) that are consistent with the internal model.
(b) both correlated and anticorrelated random-dot stereograms (RDSs) excite V1 neurons, which
feed forward to report the disparity (depth) information in the RDSs. However, anticorrelated
RDSs disagree with the internal model of the visual world, making the reported reversed depth an
illusion vetoed by the top-down feedback in the FFVW process. Hence, this illusion is more visible
in peripheral vision[35••] where the feedback is weaker or absent.

sized input of this tilt signal. Furthermore, the synthesis process lacks the eye-of-origin information

from V1 and just assumes that the tilt signal arises from (or should be consistent with) the ocular

summation channel, regardless of whether this is actually the case. This assumption is based on

the brain’s internal knowledge that inputs to the two eyes tend to be identical or similar to each

other[36]. Hence, the synthesized tilt signal is compared with the actual tilt signal in the ocular
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summation channel to verify whether their visual feature values, e.g., tilt directions, match. In

Figure 3a, this gives a good or poor match, respectively, for the hypothesis arising from the actual

summation or difference channel. Consequently, the respective hypothesis is reinforced or weak-

ened, biasing the percept to the tilt in the summation channel. Hence, this bias can be used as a

measure of the top-down feedback in the FFVW process. Psychophysically, this bias is observed

when the inputs were viewed in the central visual field, but is weaker or absent in the periph-

eral visual field[33••]. This central-peripheral difference in the bias is also found in motion and

color perception using analogous stimuli, prompting the hypothesis that this top-down feedback

is generally weaker or absent in peripheral visual field[33••].

The central-peripheral dichotomy in top-down feedback may underlie the central-peripheral

difference in response latencies in inferotemporal cortex (IT)[39•], the central-peripheral difference

in V1’s connections to the rest of the brain[40], the focus on central vision by IT[41], and the fact

that cortical mappings of a retinal location across V1, V2, V3, V4 are physically closer or further

from each other when this retinal location is foveal or peripheral, respectively, for more economical

connections intercortically. The dichotomy can be tested if the top-down influences in some recent

studies (e.g., [42••, 43•]) can be assessed across visual eccentricities.

Feedforward sensory input, the top-down feedback, and visual illusions

According to FFVW, feedback should weaken or veto a perceptual hypothesis that arises from V1

signals that do not largely agree with the internal model of the visual world. Such V1 signals

arise from retinal images that are almost always unrealizable from real visual objects, and if the

corresponding hypothesis is not vetoed then the resulting percept is visible and is an illusion. Our

proposal, that top-down feedback is weaker peripherally, predicts that such illusions are more

visible in peripheral visual field. Illusions that are stronger in the peripheral field include the

rotating snake illusion[44], the Hermann grid illusion[45], the furrow illusion[46], the curved ball

illusion[47], and the reversed Phi motion illusion[48]. Predicting a previously unknown or unseen

illusion that can be stronger in peripheral field can provide a falsifiable test to our central-peripheral

dichotomy.

This prediction comes from an analogue of the reversed Phi motion illusion — reversed depth,

using random-dot stereograms (RDSs). Past observations have shown that humans cannot see the

reversed depth; in retrospect, they have involved only the central visual field and are comprehen-

sible since the reversed depth is an illusion from V1 signals that violate our brain’s internal models.

In the correlated RDS of Figure 3b, the two monocular images are identical to each other except for

a disparity between the corresponding retinal locations of the central disk of random dots (enclosed

by an illustrative green circle not shown to observers) in the two eyes, making the disk of dots ap-

pear in front of the surrounding dots. The anticorrelated RDS in Figure 3b is made in the same way

using the same disparity, except that, in the central disk, a white dot in the left eye corresponds to a

black dot in the right eye and vice versa, violating the internal model. However, V1 neurons do re-

spond to the anticorrelated RDS, but they report a reversed depth that the central disk is behind the

surrounding dots. This is because the preferred disparity of a V1 neuron in anti-correlated RDSs is

the negative of its preferred disparity in correlated RDSs[49]. As predicted[35••], peripheral vision

sees this illusion of reversed depth more readily, since weaker or absent feedback makes it difficult

to verify and veto the illusion.

In our framework, illusions are stronger in peripheral vision when they are caused by V1’s

feedforward responses to violating inputs. On the other hand, if an illusion or phenomenon is

caused by top-down feedback for analysis-by-synthesis, then it should be stronger foveally. For
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example, visual backward masking, in which perception of a briefly presented target is disrupted

by a mask presented around 40-100 ms after, but not before, the target, is believed to arise from a

mismatch between the top-down synthesized inputs about the target and the feedforward input

arising from the trailing mask[50, 51]. We thus predict that such a backward masking should be

weaker in peripheral vision. It will be instructive to categorize systematically visual illusions and

phenomena according to whether they are stronger in central or peripheral field, and relate this to

whether they arise from the presence or absence of the top-down feedback.

Relation with other works and concluding remarks

Treisman’s feature integration by top-down analysis-by-synthesis

Treisman’s feature integration theory posits that different object features are integrated or bound to

the object when the object is within, but not when the object is outside, the attentional spotlight[52••].

For example, in an image of many red-vertical bars and green-horizontal bars, illusory conjunc-

tions, red-horizontal and green-vertical bars, can be perceived outside the spotlight. In our frame-

work, V1 feeds forward the feature values (red, green, horizontal, and vertical) with impoverished

details as to which features are spatially together, giving the following initial hypotheses of color-

orientation conjunctions: red-vertical, red-horizontal, green-vertical, and green-horizontal. The

top-down synthesis to veto the illusory ones is weaker or absent peripherally; hence, if the fovea

has insufficient time to scan the scene, illusory conjunctions are likely. Hence, the analysis-by-

synthesis process in FFVW is the mechanism behind Treisman’s feature integration, consistent with

recent data[53].

Top-down processing in FFVW has the general purpose to distinguish between alternative

hypotheses about visual objects, with feature binding being a special example. We distinguish

between the central and peripheral visual fields for this processing, while Treisman distinguished

between inside and outside the attentional spotlight for feature integration. Central or peripheral

field is usually, but not always, inside or outside the attentional spotlight, respectively. In our data,

the top-down processing is weak or absent in peripheral vision even when attention is directed to

it[33••, 35••]. Whether the top-down processing in the central visual field becomes weaker when

attention is directed elsewhere should be examined in future studies.

Analysis-by-synthesis

FFVW is based on the long-standing idea (e.g., [54, 55, 56]) that the brain uses both bottom-up

and top-down processes, and uses the internal knowledge for sensory inference. Meanwhile, our

framework explicitly motivates the feedback process by the information loss in the feedforward

direction starting at V1’s output: analysis-by-synthesis in our FFVW is a form of top-down query

for additional information from (e.g.,) V1. By confirming (enhancing) or vetoing (weakening) a

perceptual hypothesis via feedback verification, neural activities in V1 provide additional informa-

tion to the perceptual decision stage in the higher brain areas. Furthermore, this top-down query

is absent or weaker in the peripheral visual field.

Crowding, summary statistics, and metamers in peripheral visual field

Our information loss starting at V1, particularly in the peripheral visual field which is prone to

certain illusions, can be related to observations that pre-attention vision (typically outside the
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fovea) provides merely shapeless bundles or summary statistics of basic features[57, 58], creating

metamers sharing the same summary statistics[59]. In monkeys, relative to V1’s receptive fields,

V2’s receptive fields are larger peripherally[60]. This suggests that the information loss in the pe-

riphery becomes progressively greater along the visual pathway, while the summary statistics can

also be about higher level visual features[61•]. This information loss in the periphery and the in-

ability to resolve it by top-down feedback should cause visual crowding[10, 9].

Feedforward artificial neural networks imitate only the peripheral vision

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) with feedforward architectures imitate biological visual cortex

without (essentially) imitating the recurrent and feedback processes. They can achieve human-like

capabilities in visual categorizations that can be rapidly done by humans, suggesting that such

categorizations involve only feedforward processing[62]. However, they are much worse than pri-

mates in recognizing more challenging visual inputs, e.g., of partially occluded objects. In primate

visual areas like IT, discriminative neural responses emerge later by dozens of milliseconds to chal-

lenging than non-challenging inputs[63•], suggesting an involvement of recurrent (bottom-up and

top-down) processes. Hence, these ANNs imitate only the peripheral-field human vision, lacking

the top-down analysis-by-synthesis to fill-in the missing sensory information.

Visual understanding via top-down analysis-by-synthesis

Feedforward ANNs easily misclassify visual inputs when subtle inputs, almost undetectable to hu-

mans, are added to original images[64]. The top-down, analysis-by-synthesis-based, prediction of

what inputs should be for a perceptual hypothesis is a hallmark of visual understanding. Accord-

ingly, human central vision has this understanding, while feedforward ANNs do not. Peripheral

retinotopic regions in higher visual areas seem to send feedback to central retinotopic locations

in lower visual areas during recognition of peripheral objects[65, 66]. In the natural behavior of

saccading to an attention-grabbing object in the periphery, such feedbacks can serve a generalized

FFVW process by directing to the expected foveal location of the same object after the saccade, and

thus could endow peripheral vision with visual understanding.

Concluding remark and extensions to other animal species and senses

Motivated by the early visual selection by the attentional bottleneck, vision should be seen as com-

posed of encoding, selection, and decoding stages. The selection and decoding stages, respectively,

can be viewed as looking and seeing, and therefore seeing should be understood in light of the

selection. In primates with a fovea, selecting is typically via shifting gaze to the selected location,

making central vision special for seeing. We hypothesize that vision in the peripheral visual field

has a weaker or absent top-down feedback and is thus less able to verify visual input properties

(e.g., to carry out feature binding), and more prone to certain visual illusions.

Lower animals are likely to have a more restrictive attentional bottleneck, viewing their vision

as made of encoding, selecting, and decoding stages is still helpful, even when they, e.g., rodent or

fish, do not have a pronounced fovea or even a visual cortex. Their selection is via visual orient-

ing by the head, limbs, whiskers, tentacles, snout, and/or body in addition to, or instead of, eye

movements, and should have a stronger impact on overt behavior (e.g., navigation and predation).

The brain regions involved can be evolutionary adaptive (e.g., the bottom-up selection likely in-

volves optic tectum rather than V1[67•, 68•]); and seeing may involve a lesser degree of top-down

analysis-by-synthesis. Our framework should also be extended to multiple senses. In rodents, for
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example, the whole of vision may function only like peripheral vision in primates, while the touch

sense by the whiskers may function like the central vision in primates, while olfaction could serve

both “peripheral” and “central” functions, particularly by the main olfactory and vomeronasal sys-

tems, respectively.
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